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GI REVIEW POLICY
Scale is from 1 to 5 as follows:

1 — Broken. Absolutely do not play this game. A broken mess 
from start to finish. Game is unplayable and irredeemable in all 
areas.

2 — Substandard. The game isn’t for everyone. Some mechanics 
work; others need work. Overall design is questionable in some 
areas.

3 — Average and meets expectations. Mechanics work and 
it’s a decent package overall. It’s playable, and you’ll come back to 
the game.

4 — Above average. Exceeds expectations. Overall, a great game 
worth keeping in a gamer’s library. Presentation and mechanics all 
work as expected and add to or enhance the gaming experience.

5 — Masterpiece. Everyone should play this title at least once to 
experience what it has to offer.

Lyndsey Beatty, editor-in-chief

from the editor
ello dear and gentle readers, 
we’re trying to beat the summer 
heat and stay healthy as always 
and doing a little summer read-

ing while we’re at it. 
While we’re chilling in this mad-

deningly hot summer, we’ve been a 
little nostalgic for video game guides 
that we discovered in our childhood. 
There are quite a few quality Nintendo 
Player’s Guides that I’ve collected over 
the years, but our favorite has always 
been the NES Game Atlas. The NES 
Game Atlas holds a special place in my 
heart because it was one of the first 
guides I bought on my own with my 
allowance and lit my fire of gaming 
journalism. I bought it as a 10-year-old 
avid gamer, eager to learn the secrets 
of Super Mario Bros., Super Mario 
Bros. 2 and Super Mario Bros. 3 and 

pored over it many a night at the din-
ner table. You could usually find me 
memorizing maps for almost all the 
games in the guide, many of which I 
still know by heart.
This issue, I’m sharing the love I have 

for the guide with you dear readers by 
taking an in-depth look at the guide 
itself, the games included and the 
history of Nintendo’s publishing arm. 
I’d like to think I’m not alone in my 
adoration of this finely crafted piece of 
gaming knowledge straight from the 
pros themselves.
Enjoy the issue!

H
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ortal Kombat 3 is the modern entry in the origi-
nal trilogy of Mortal Kombat. Midway and Dan 
Forden left the ancient martial arts tournament 
behind in favor of more modern apocalyptic 
sounds. 

Well, as modern as could be in 1995, when the game was 
first released. 

What we received was, in fact, one of the more interesting 
soundtracks in the series.

Choose Your Kombatant: The character select screen 
theme is fun and appropriately daunting. Picking your char-
acter never seemed so important based on the music alone. 

Choose Your Destiny: Choosing your fight plan was in-
troduced in the series with this game, and it’s equally as 
important as choosing your character. It’s obvious in this 
encompassing track with synth waves supporting your ulti-
mate fateful choice. 

Babality: A cute theme has always been needed to lighten 
the mood for MK and this is no exception. Turning your op-
ponent into a baby is one of the more fun things to  
do in MK, and the lullaby that accompanies is light and  
airy. 

Friendship: The goofier the friendship, the better for the 
gory series. This theme is super goofy and plays well with 
the various ways the cast of MK show their love for each 
other. 

Noob’s Dorfen: Used in the credits for some versions of 
MK3, Noob’s stage theme is cool with a lot of drums. Fun 
fact: No one knew at the time, but Noob being the older Sub-
Zero is hinted at here in a way. 

The theme sounds a lot like the future soundtrack in Sub-
Zero Mythologies, which focuses on Bi-Han’s adventures 
before he became Noob Saibot.

The Bank: Sounding appropriately desolate during Shao 
Kahn’s invasion, the Bank’s track is creepy yet awesome. 
The slow pace is frightening and fits well with the  
overall theme of a deserted Earth after Shao Kahn’s inva-
sion. 

The Bridge: One of my favorite tracks in all of Mortal Kom-
bat, the Bridge is like no other track created by Dan Forden 
in the early games. This is a fun track with synth horns and 
an interesting rhythm. 

The Church: Reminiscent of Danny Elfman’s original Bat-
man score, the Church track is splendid. It’s evocative of a 
place of worship during an apocalypse where souls are at 

stake. The organ throughout is a masterpiece. 

The Subway: The guitar is what makes this track a stand-
out. It’s got a groove to it that is infectious and fast-paced. It 
fits with the desolate underground vibe of Boon and Tobias 
Station. 

Soul Chamber: Having heard this track many times as the 
end credits for the vanilla version of Mortal Kombat 3 and 
playing on the stage, I’m still astounded at how awesome it 
sounds 27 years after release. 

The drums are fantastic, and the track fits the MK3 aes-
thetic.

M

Mortal Kombat 3’s apocalyptic 
soundtrack hits the right notesLyndsey BeattyLyndsey Beatty
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NES
GAME ATLAS

KING OF NES STRATEGY

Nintendo struck gold when the gaming giant 
published the first Player’s Guide dedicated to 
the hottest exclusive games of 1990.

MAPS GALORE!
By Lyndsey Beatty | Gaming Insurrection

he thrill of finding a secret passage. Figuring out a card game 
pattern. Learning how to tell boss mirages apart. That is the 
depth and breadth of NES Game Atlas. It’s also part of the 

charm. 
Uncovering the secrets of some of the most popular games for the 
NES was big deal back in the day. In the storied and hallowed days 
of 1990, playing through these 18 games was a challenge unto itself. 
Millions struggled to find their way around Hyrule, the Mushroom 
Kingdom, Transylvania, and Coralcola Island. Nintendo, ever the 
present watcher and kingmaker, stepped in at the right time with a 
treasure trove of maps. With high production values, the game atlas 
that started it all for Nintendo’s publishing machine made a name 
for itself and set a high bar for quality game guides.
This issue we’re examining how the NES Game Atlas came to be, 
what it represents and why it’s still an amazing piece of work in the 
world of video game FAQs.

INSIDE

T
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Super Mario Bros. Super Mario Bros. 2 Super Mario Bros. 3Super Mario Bros. 3
Total sales: 40.24 million

Date released: October 18, 1985
Developer: Nintendo
Publisher: Nintendo

SUPER SUPER 
MARIOMARIO
MANIAMANIA

Total sales: 17.28 million
Date released: February 12, 1990

Developer: Nintendo
Publisher: Nintendo

Total sales: 7.46 million
Date released: October 1, 1988

Developer: Nintendo
Publisher: Nintendo

THE FACE OF NINTENDO STILL REIGNS SUPREME
The longevity of Mario cannot be denied. With his first three games regarded as modern classics, the king of video 

games is never going away, not so long as he represents Nintendo. Around since 1981 with Donkey Kong, Mario is the 
quintessential every man that can do it all: Hero, race car driver, plumber, dance star, and puzzle solver. The charm and 
love that is Mario in almost every instance released is long-lasting and will be around for generations to come.

Latest game released: Super Mario 3D World + Bowser’s Fury, 2021

Where are they now?
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The Legend of Zelda Zelda II: The Adventure of Link
Total sales: 6.51 million

Date released: February 21, 1986
Developer: Nintendo
Publisher: Nintendo

AMAZING AMAZING 
ZELDAZELDA

Total sales: 4.38 million
Date released: December 1, 1988

Developer: Nintendo
Publisher: Nintendo

THE LEGEND CONTINUES TODAY
The Legend of Zelda requires imagination and ingenuity. There’s no shortage of those qualities in every Zelda game 

since the first in 1986. Zelda’s strong suits — exploration and inquisitiveness — are the hallmark of every game in the 
series, and it shows in the first game and its sequel, Adventure of Link. Roaming around Hyrule to stop Ganon and wake 
Princess Zelda are the main objectives of the first two games, and it is guaranteed you will get lost in these engrossing 
adventures.

Latest game released: The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword HD, 2021

Where are they now?
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Mega ManMega Man Mega Man 2 Mega Man 3
Total sales: 0.45 million

Date released: December 1, 1987
Developer: Capcom
Publisher: Capcom

MEGAMEGA
MECHANICAL MECHANICAL 

MAYHEMMAYHEM

Total sales: 1.08 million
Date released: November 1, 1990

Developer: Capcom
Publisher: Capcom

Total sales: 1.51 million
Date released: July 1, 1989

Developer: Capcom
Publisher: Capcom

CAPCOM’S MAINSTAY ROBOT BOY HAS REBOUNDED
The Blue Bomber is one of the forefathers of gaming. While he had a rough go of things for a bit in the mid-2000s, 

Mega Man has rebounded with a vengeance and had a few quality titles released. Harkening to the days of classic Mega 
Man design such as Mega Man 1, Mega Man 2 and Mega Man 3, the newer titles in the series focus on the 8-bit gameplay 
established in these NES titles and rely on 8-bit graphic nostalgia to bring newer fans into the fold and remind older fans 
of Mega Man’s greatness. Don’t tell Capcom this, but it’s working.

Where are they now?
Latest game released: Rockman X DiVE, Capcom, 2020
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StarTropics
Total sales: N/A 

Date released: December 1, 1990
Developer: Nintendo IRD
Publisher: Nintendo

TROPICAL TROPICAL 
ADVENTUREADVENTURE

AN ISLAND ADVENTURE THAT COPIES FROM THE BEST
This Zelda knockoff series is rich in personality and long on adventure. Working through an alien-inspired romp on an 

island, Mike and his trusty Yo-Yo are sharp additions to the hop ’n’ bop scene despite being a nearly one-to-one copy of 
the Legend of Zelda. But the thing about StarTropics is, it cribs the important parts: Strong story, decent gameplay, and 
lots of exploration. If it worked for Zelda, it could work for StarTropics. And work it does. 

Latest game released: Zoda’s Revenge: StarTropics II, Nintendo, 1994

Where are they now?

*No sales data available at press time for the series. NES game has sold 
less than 1 milion copies.
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Disney’s DuckTalesDisney’s DuckTales Chip ’N Dale: Rescue Rangers
Total sales: 1.67 million

Date released: September 1, 1989
Developer: Capcom
Publisher: Capcom

DISNEYDISNEY
DIZZINESSDIZZINESS

Total sales: 1.20 million
Date released: June 8, 1990

Developer: Capcom
Publisher: Capcom

CLASSIC DISNEY COLLECTION ENDURESCLASSIC DISNEY COLLECTION ENDURES
Two of the greatest Disney cartoons also have some of the strongest games for the NES. DuckTales has long been 

lauded in Gaming Insurrection’s hallowed halls and with good reason. Tight game play, cool characters and an out-
standing soundtrack mean we played it a lot when it was the new kid on the block. Chip ’n Dale also elicited a lot of 
run-throughs around these parts much for the same traits. And some 30-odd years later, we’re still getting up with the 
irascible Scrooge McDuck and saving the land from Fat Cat’s machinations with the adorable Chip and Dale. To Duckburg, 
New York City and beyond.

Latest game released: DuckTales Remastered, WayForward Technologies, 2013; The Disney 
Afternoon Collection, Digital Eclipse, 2017

Where are they now?
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Ninja Gaiden Ninja Gaiden II: Dark Sword of Chaos
Total sales: N/A

Date released: March 1, 1989
Developer: Tecmo
Publisher: Tecmo

NINJANINJA
MAGICMAGIC

Total sales: N/A
Date released: May 1, 1990

Developer: Tecmo
Publisher: Tecmo

A MAGICAL NINJA MASTERA MAGICAL NINJA MASTER
There is nothing more daunting than facing down a relentless army of respawning enemies. Throwing everything they 

have at you, you must keep moving, no matter the cost. And time your jumps correctly. And obtain weapons that will be 
necessary dealing with the force in front of you. Ninja Gaiden and its sequel, Sword of Chaos, taught us muscle memory and 
ridiculous reflexes with renown ninja Ryu Hayabusa. We learned how to make seemingly impossible jumps, knock out an 
ax-wielding maniac and take out swooping falcon intent upon sending us to our doom. And, we learned to do it with poise 
and ease. That was our induction into the Hard Game Hall of Fame. And we loved it.

Latest game released: Ninja Gaiden: Master Collection, Tecmo, 2021

Where are they now?

*No sales data available at press time for the series. NES debut 
game and sequel have sold less than 1 million copies each.
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Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II
Total sales: 4.17 million

Date released: June 1, 1989
Developer: Konami

Publisher: Ultra Games

TURTLES IN TURTLES IN 
TROUBLETROUBLE

Total sales: 2.23 million
Date released: December 1, 1990

Developer: Konami
Publisher: Konami

TURTLE POWER LIVES ONTURTLE POWER LIVES ON
The four green guys with attitude didn’t always start out trying to be video game stars. Sure, there were cries of 

cowabunga up and down streets in America and worldwide. But as with all media juggernauts of the 1980s, it took tight 
gameplay and the lure of an awesome soundtrack to attract the video game masses. This is where it started for the 
Turtles’ video game empire. Diffusing bombs turned into fighting in the Technodrome with a rocking soundtrack and 
raucous brawl against Krang and the Shredder Twins. And we’re still shouting, “Turtle power!” at the top of our lungs.

Latest game: Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles: Shredder’s Revenge, Dotemu, 2022

Where are they now?
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Castlevania Castlevania II Castlevania III
Total sales: 1.23 million
Date released: May 1, 1987

Developer: Konami
Publisher: Konami

CASTLES CASTLES 
OF OF 

HORRORHORROR

Total sales: 0.85 million
Date released: October 1, 1990

Developer: Konami
Publisher: Konami

Total sales: 0.93 million
Date released: November 1, 1988

Developer: Konami
Publisher: Konami

THE ORIGINAL SURVIVAL HORROR KING
The progenitor of the horror video game genre had to get its start somewhere. Its spectacular beginnings came with 

an explosion out of the gate with the stylish and hard-banging Castlevania. Running up on the likes of Medusa, Franken-
stein’s Monster, Death, and mummies, you learned to whip it and whip it good. With a punishing difficulty and a quest to 
stop Dracula over three stories featuring the Belmont clan, Castlevania taught lessons in stunning gameplay, level design 
and art and music that many series continue to take to heart today. Putting the stakes to Dracula never felt so good.

Latest game released: Castlevania Advance Collection, Konami, 2021

Where are they now?
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Playing with mapped power

By Lyndsey Beatty
GaminG insurrection

Nintendo is primarily known for 
its video game arm nowadays, but 
that wasn’t the only thing that the 
company produced. Beyond the 
hanafuda cards and other toys, 
Nintendo was once known for pro-
ducing Nintendo Power, its official 
magazine. The once-mainstay pub-
lishing outfit was the company’s 
official mouthpiece for 25 years 
until its shutter in 2012. We know 
its end, but this is the tale of the 
beginning.

Nintendo Power’s start came in 
1988 as an official magazine, but 
its origin is earlier than that in the 
same year as the Nintendo Fun 
Club. The newsletter, which ran 
for seven issues, had the makings 
of the trimmings that evolved into 
Nintendo Power. With its expan-
sion, upcoming game coverage, 
tips and tricks, and reviews took 
center stage. 

Nintendo’s market share cer-
tainly helped the rise of the 
publishing arm, and this is where 
the NES Game Atlas comes in. 
Because Nintendo had the majority 
market share and hot exclusives 
for the NES by 1990, the company 
could afford to produce guides that 
would be instant sellers. Nintendo 
Power’s editors — under the direc-
tion of former Nintendo of Ameri-
ca’s CEO Minoru Arakawa — began 

publishing the guides and eventu-
ally moved Nintendo Power to a 
monthly format. With this move, 
the now-familiar Player’s Guides 
were born, and the NES Game Atlas 
emerged.

What makes the NES Game Atlas 
special are the production and cov-
erage. It features 18 popular games 
released by 1990 and includes full 
maps for all titles. This means, for 
example, that Zelda is fully laid 
out in all its glory, including the 
Second Quest, and the huge Super 
Mario Bros. 3 is laid bare for the 
picking when it comes to finding 

the Warp Whistles and navigating 
your way through the ever-confus-
ing World 8 Fortress. The produc-
tion is also high quality. Bright 
screenshots, detailed explanations 
and clever writing are hallmarks 
of the established Nintendo brand 
interspersed throughout the guide.

The NES Game Atlas wasn’t the 
first Player’s Guide that Nintendo 
produced, but it was the standard 
that set the bar for future publica-
tions in the industry. You could be 
assured that you were playing with 
power with this slick, high-quality 
guide in your hands.

Game Atlas paved 
way for modern 

game guides
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The PlayStation 3-exclusive 
go-kart racer doesn’t have quite 
the right tools to challenge King 
Mario Kart.

ModNation Racers
Mushroom Kingdom stalwart 
Princess Peach finally saves the 
day in a surprisingly good and fun 
adventure.

Super Princess Peach
Two of the best Final Fantasy 
games are packaged together in 
the solid PSOne Final Fantasy 
Anthology.

Final Fantasy Anthology
Donald Duck takes the lead from 
his Uncle Scrooge and shines in 
a cute hop ’n’ bop adventure for 
the Genesis.

Quackshot Starr. Donald Duck
The weird and interesting plat-
former Strider is the start of the 
popular and enigmatic ninja’s 
reign in video games.

Strider

CAPCOM VS. SNK

Find out who would win 
between fighting game giants 

Capcom and SNK, PAGE 15
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Developer: Capcom, Release: 2000

CAPCOM VS. SNK:  CAPCOM VS. SNK:  
MILLENNIUM FIGHT 2000MILLENNIUM FIGHT 2000

The fight of 
the century

Who would win between Capcom and SNK? 
That’s the question that was at the forefront of everyone’s 

mind in the early 2000s. The rivalry between the companies 
was well known, and the streets were hot with love for their 
respective fighting game series. When Capcom vs. SNK was 
released, the question was answered, though we still didn’t 
know who was better definitively. There’s a sequel for that.

What CvS did get right was the initial question. Take some 
of the best and most popular fighting game characters from 
both companies and pit them against each other. Marquee 
SNK names like Terry Bogard, Mai Shuranui, King and Rugal 
Bernstein face off against Capcom mainstays like Ryu, Ken, 
Chun-Li, and Sagat. The full roster has someone for every-
one from each company. If you like grapplers, there’s Zangief 
representing Capcom while Raiden shows up for SNK. Love 

fighting teenage girls? You’re 
covered with Sakura and Yuri. 
The selection is a nice buffet to 
choose from. 

But then it gets a little more 
interesting. Each character is 
slotted into a one-to-four ratio 
category. Heavy hitters like 
Akuma and Orochi Iori, usually 
hidden boss characters in their 
respective games, are Ratio 4. 
Ratio 3 features boss characters 
such as M. Bison, Geese and 
Rugal. Ratio 2 is for the middle-
class fighter like Ryu, Ken, Kyo 

Kusanagi and Mai. In the lowest ratio are lightweights like 
Sakura, Benimaru, Yuri and Dhalsim. The Ratio System allows 
multiple combinations so long as the ratio equals four. Build-
ing your team is crucial because of the power balance implica-
tions and their potential matchups. 

The in-depth fighting system is not without its flaws, how-
ever. The placement of some characters in the Ratio System is 
questionable and their movesets being pressed between EX and 
regular categorization is artificial limitations imposed at best. 
This is fixed in the sequel but here it’s a problem that slightly 
affects gameplay adversely.

In addition to the Ratio System there is the Groove System. 
A two-part function, the Groove System determines how the 
characters perform certain basic moves like rolling and dash-
ing and how super moves work. Capcom Groove plays a lot like 
Street Fighter Alpha 3 with access to Level 3 supers immediate-
ly with enough super meter built up. SNK Groove plays simi-
larly to the Extra Mode in the King of Fighters series. Here, you 

only get access to Level 3 supers when 
your life meter is flashing, though you 
can charge your meter manually to gain 
Level 1 supers. There’s a lot of strategy 
involved in choosing the right Groove 
and applying its properties to your ad-
vantage, which is a nice change of pace.

Capcom vs. SNK also gets its environ-
ment right. The game looks fantastic, 

with beautiful backgrounds of famil-
iar locations for both companies. Of 
special note is the SNK graphic mode 
for Capcom characters. Shinkiro outdid 
himself with the stunning and lifelike 
artwork. I wasn’t super familiar with 
his work beforehand because I wasn’t 
an SNK enthusiast. But, you can con-
sider me a devotee as of this game be-

cause I fell in love with his art through 
his character portraits.

And, alongside the gorgeous envi-
ronments is a wonderfully nostalgic 
soundtrack. Sure, there are some new 
tracks, but the meat and potatoes are 
in the older remixed tracks. The sound 
mixes well with the action, and there 
are quite a few bops to be had here. The 
soundtrack is one worth adding to the 
collection. 

Capcom vs. SNK is a great start for 
the franchise. It’s built with veterans in 
mind, but even as a newcomer you can 
find a character to learn and develop. 
Capcom banked on the uninitiated tak-
ing the time to learn the background of 
the characters featured, and the result 
is worth taking a spin 22 years after its 
initial release. No, the question of who’s 
the best wasn’t answered here, but it’s 
one worth exploring in a top-notch 
release for the Dreamcast fighting game 
library.

ByBy
Lyndsey BeattyLyndsey Beatty

SCORE: 
4 OUT 
OF 5
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Developer: United Front Games, Release: 2010

MODNATION RACERSMODNATION RACERS

The mods must 
be unimpressed

When you come for the king, you better not miss. And, as 
much as ModNation Racers tries to come for Mario Kart, it 
misses by quite a wide mile.

ModNation Racers tries, I’ll give it that. There’s depth to 
be had here for an arcade go-kart racer. There are various 
modes to jump into, including a career mode and online 
and offline play. Additionally, the create-a-character and 
track editors are serious time sinks. A once-thriving and 
robust online store for all sorts of mods — the name of the 
game — is still there. The customization remains deep, 

with various ways to dress 
your character and build a rig 
that suits your aesthetic. This 
is where ModNation has the 
advantage over Mario Kart, 
and that’s obvious from the 
get-go. 

But underneath the surface, 
ModNation starts to falter big 
time. The tracks are generic 
and boring and are gener-
ally underwhelming with a 
clunky design to the overall 
feel. There was nothing that 
jumped out as interesting, and 

they feel slapped together and cliche. And, equally as boring 
is the character design. Despite the characters being chibi-
racers, they aren’t cute. The super-deformed look works 
when you can pull it off, and United Front Games didn’t 
succeed here. The characters look generic and stale with no 
personality.

As bland as the character design is, even goofier are the 
controls. Kart racing, while not a precision genre, should 
be easy to control. ModNation Racers is not easy to race in, 
considering there’s something assigned to every button on 
the controller and then some. 

On top of that, the controls feel imprecise, loose, and 
sloppy. Also, the speed levels, while customizable, are not 
tuned properly. What should have been the easiest and 
slowest speed for a newcomer still felt like the equivalent 
of 150CC in Mario Kart. That’s not easy, and the controls are 
unhelpful in dealing with that sensation of speed. 

Also, some of the racing mechanics 
are questionable at best. The drifting 
feature is terrible; at no point was 
completing a drift possible going as 
fast as I was going. 

And, the AI’s consistent ability to 
prevent weapon pickup even on the 
easiest level was grating as was the 
constant bumping into objects and 

barriers. It’s obnoxious also that there 
is no weapons display beyond words 
and a meter. 

Explaining what the weapons are 
and their effects would have contrib-
uted to more playing.

Adding insult to injury, the 
soundtrack is generic and forgettable. 
Not a single track stood out, and 

much like the level design, seemed 
half-thought-out and lazy. I kept 
hoping and listening for something, 
anything, to pique my interest, but I 
was disappointed there also.

ModNation suffers from the adage 
of too much of a good thing. While it’s 
nice to have the wealth of custom-
ization options, it comes across as 
what the kids call “doing too much.” 
Everything seems extra and a little bit 
too much. It’s trying too hard to tack 
on a lot of things that are designed 
to outshine the competition when it 
should have focused on getting the 
basics correct. 

Even where there is depth, some-
times you have to know where to rein 
it in, and ModNation Racers stumbles 
on the steps on the way to cast their 
ballot for themselves as the king of 
kart racing. It’s an admirable but 
ultimately flawed challenge to the 
throne.

ByBy
Lyndsey BeattyLyndsey Beatty

SCORE: 
2 OUT 
OF 5

ModNation Racers  
stumbles at starting line  

despite wealth of options
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Developer: Nintendo, Release: 2005-2006

SUPER PRINCESS PEACHSUPER PRINCESS PEACH

A peachy keen 
adventure

Usually, for us die-hard Mario enthusiasts, saving Princess 
Peach is the name of the game when it comes to an adven-
ture. After all, we started way back when with Pauline in 
Donkey Kong and moved up to Mushroom Kingdom clean up 
in Super Mario Bros. But occasionally, the script gets flipped 
and it’s about saving Mario instead. Super Princess Peach 
does just that and does a damn fine, if not stereotypically 
emotion-filled, job.

Starting things off with business as usual, Bowser invades 
the Mushroom Kingdom in a bid to steal Peach and wreak 
havoc. He succeeds but, changing things up, manages to 
capture Mario and Luigi instead and create chaos with the 
Vibe Scepter, which controls other beings’ emotions. Instead 
of hoping for a hero, Peach decides she must return the favor 
and sets out across eight worlds set on Vibe Island to save 
her plumber beau and his brother. 

In her quest, Peach is assisted by a sentient umbrella 
named Perry. Perry imbues 
Peach with Vibe meter by de-
feating enemies and provides 
other techniques for her arse-
nal. And Vibe meter is really 
the other big mechanic here. 
On the DS’ bottom screen, there 
are four emotions that Peach 
utilizes to solve puzzles: Joy, 
Rage, Gloom and Calm. The 
emotions are innovative and 
easy to use, making control-
ling Peach a breeze. Rarely are 
the touchscreen controls an 
issue, and it’s easy to quickly 

switch among them on the fly.
Graphically, Super Princess Peach is cute and vibrant, 

which plays well for the vibe Nintendo is going for here. I 
expected that Vibe Island would look bright and colorful in 
most places and has a light, airy feel to it. The backgrounds 
pop and the character sprites are cute and weird in a good 
way. It carries the normal Mario charm, but there’s some-
thing about running around as Peach with the adorable Per-
ry that looks and feels genuinely refreshing. The soundtrack 
is also something special. It has a groovy vibe to it, and all 
the tracks work well with the surroundings. Also, Peach’s 
voice acting is spot-on. Peach sounds exactly like what I 
would expect in modern games, and I particularly  
enjoyed the sound effects for the different emotions she 
employs.

My only bone of contention is small but a big part of the 
game: The Vibe meter. While a nice mechanic as far as 
gameplay goes, there was something about it that bothered 

me that I couldn’t articulate when 
the game was released in 2006, but 
I can now. I’m not overly fond of the 
concept that Peach is led around by 

manipulating her emotions. It’s the 
concept that women are emotion-
driven creatures that jumps out at 
me as a little more than offensive. If 

we’re capable of saving our beau — 
which we wholly are, and it only took 
from 1985 to 2006 to show this — then 
we can do it without it implied that 
we’re wildly mood-swinging weirdos 
who are giddy at one moment and 
raging or crying at the next. It’s a little 
more than stereotypical misogynistic 
nonsense that quite frankly wasn’t 
necessary to attach to an already 
damsel-in-distress archetype trying to 
change the status quo. The game, on 
its technical merits, is strong enough 
to stand on its own, honestly.

Despite some wonky ideas about 
Peach’s emotional stability and forti-
tude, Super Princess Peach is a quaint 
and fun adventure. It’s not a game-
changer in the Mario pantheon but it’s 
easy, accessible, and adorable. I can’t 
ask for more out of my hop ’n’ bop 
done right. It’s just peachy.

ByBy
Lyndsey BeattyLyndsey Beatty

SCORE: 
4 OUT 
OF 5
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Developer: Square Enix, Release: 1999

FINAL FANTASY ANTHOLOGYFINAL FANTASY ANTHOLOGY

Reaching a new 
audience

Chances are, if you’re thinking about buying this retro 
package of Final Fantasy, you’ve already played at least one 
of the two games included. So, why buy this? Because the 
packaging is the draw, and it’s a must-own if you like the 
Final Fantasy series.

Let’s start with the obvious: Final Fantasy Anthology does 
not have a lot of Final Fantasy games included. Two clas-
sics with interesting and storied backgrounds are here: 
Final Fantasy V and Final Fantasy VI. Until this release, Final 
Fantasy V had never been translated and released in the U.S 
because it was deemed too hard for the market. Final Fan-
tasy VI was released in the U.S. as Final Fantasy III. It was 
a critical darling in both markets and is widely regarded 
as one of the best retro-era Final Fantasy games and role-

playing games ever. So, Square 
Enix putting these two games 
together in a package would 
kill two birds with one stone: 
Good sales — nearly a million 
copies sold — and introduc-
tion of a “lost” game to the 
barely tapped market. Square 
Enix succeeded on both fronts.

Released in the U.S. and PAL 
regions, FF Anthology features 
FFV and FFVI in full with new 
CG introduction movies for 
both games. Although we have 
reviewed FFV previously (see 
2Q2010 issue), we have never 
reviewed FFVI. Just know, 
however, that both games 
are fantastic, with FFV as our 
choice to play in the package. 
Both games have a deep story 
with memorable characters 
that you come to know and 
love by the end of your adven-
ture, and beautiful graphics 
and stunning soundtracks. It’s 
a testament to the strong sto-

rytelling found in the retro FF era, and the package is better 
for including these two games particularly.

Rounding out the package is the other highlight: The in-
cluded bonus soundtrack CD. The soundtrack features 22 of 
the best tracks from both games, with our favorites coming 
from the FFV portion. FFVI does have some bangers, also, so 
the soundtrack is great addition all around. 

What you should care about — and why you should buy 
this package — is the fact that you’re getting the best of the 
2D Final Fantasy games. Add in that soundtrack CD, which is 
like a gateway to FF music, and you have a good deal with in-
depth gameplay to boot. This is Square Enix at its best before 
it embraced the 3D era for its flagship role-playing series. 

ByBy
Lyndsey BeattyLyndsey Beatty

SCORE: 
4 OUT 
OF 5
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Developer: Sega, Release: 1991

QUACKSHOT STARRING  QUACKSHOT STARRING  
DONALD DUCKDONALD DUCK

Donald the 
Explorer

As a child of the ’90s, I grew up on the “Disney Afternoon” 
cartoon lineup. All the shows received the video game treat-
ment for either 8-bit, 16-bit systems or for both consoles at 
the time. I had a Sega Genesis and wondered when Disney 
would license a game based on a DA show for Genesis. Little 
did I know, Sega had license deals with Disney directly, and 
like Disney games made by Capcom, Sega made a game that 
wasn’t another “DuckTales,” but was set in the series’ uni-
verse and had its regular characters. His name is Donald 
Duck, and he made his debut in platform gaming in “Quack-
Shot Starring Donald Duck.”

In QuackShot, Donald sets out on a treasure hunt stretch-
ing across nine stages. One day in Duckburg, Donald visits 

his Uncle Scrooge and 
while checking out his 
library, Donald stumbles 
upon a message from King 
Grazuia, an old ruler of the 
Great Duck Kingdom who 
has hidden his legendary 
treasure across the world. 
Enclosed with the mes-
sage is a map that Donald 
believes leads to treasure 
that would make him 
richer than Uncle Scrooge. 

However, Big Bad Pete 
and his gang also find out 

about the treasure and set 
off after Donald, turning the 
treasure hunt into a race to 
see who gets it first. 

Control of our daring ad-
venturer is simple with the 
d-pad and, combined with 
abundant options, ensures 
that you can set up move-

ment, weapon use and dashing to specific buyouts. Donald 
may have odds against him, but he has some advantages 
with his plunger gun utilizing yellow plungers to stop Pete’s 
henchmen and other foes temporarily with an unlim-
ited supply, and a reloadable popcorn gun that shoots five 
kernels at once. Donald also has some of the “DuckTales” 
crew helping him: Nephews Huey, Dewey, and Louie provide 
transportation to each destination, and Gyro Gearloose pro-
vides Donald with bubblegum ammo that can break down 
obstacles. 

The MVP weapon in the game is the “quack attack,” which 

Donald can use to knock down any 
enemies instantly. I give credit to Sega 
for using Disney’s knowledge of Don-
ald’s temper. 

The graphics and music were excel-
lent, lively, and bright for an appropri-
ately spry game.

The downsides to “QuackShot” are 
few but are similarly found in most 
platform games. You must ensure per-
fect timing for Donald when he either 
crosses dangerous obstacles or per-

forms his dash move. Also, mildly in-
furiating is small voice sample usage 
for the characters as this was not only 
a debut game for Donald, but also it is 
set in the DuckTales universe. There 
was so much untapped potential for 
rich, established history. Finally, you 
can only start the game in Duckburg, 
Mexico, or Transylvania. To pass later 
stages, you need a particular item, so 
there is a lot of backtracking unneces-
sarily.

“QuackShot Starring Donald Duck” 
was one of the games that I started off 
with as a Genesis owner. A solid plat-
former, it showed that Sega had talent 
of developing consoles and legendary 
games using original and licensed 
characters. 

Most importantly, I got to see an-
other Disney classic character get his 
limelight in his first video game with 
a starring role. Carry on Donald, carry 
on.

SCORE: 
3 OUT 
OF 5

ByBy
Brandon BeattyBrandon Beatty
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Developer: Capcom, Release: 1989

STRIDERSTRIDER

The ultimate 
ninja warrior

Strider Hiryu. Best known for his appearances in the 
Marvel vs. Capcom series, he has been considered a top-tier 
character by players and is consistently popular. Strider also 
appeared in a standalone game in 2014 for various consoles 
at the time. 

However, Strider was already established, starting in 1989 
with his original arcade release that was ported to the NES 
and to the Genesis in 1990 via Sega. It was titled, yep, you 
guessed it, “Strider.”

In the year 1998, after a series of disasters fell upon Earth, 
people across the globe realized their situation and began 
to work together to rebuild. Four years later, in an Eastern 

European nation called 
Kazafu several red dots 
appeared as the advance 
guard of the evil space 
being Meio. They caused 
immediate destruction of 
Kafazu, Europe, and North 
and South America, result-
ing in 80 percent of Earth’s 
population being wiped 
out. 

However, on a small 
South Seas Island called 
Moralos, a secret organi-

zation known as “Striders” 
began to move to stop Meio’s 
reign of terror. They sent 
their best agent, Hiryu, for-
ward with the task of stop-
ping Meio and his plans for 
world domination. 

Control of Hiryu is simple, 
allowing him to attack in 
either direction, duck when 

fighting, and climb to reach higher areas. Hiryu also has use 
of his plasma sword, Falchion, to assist in removing en-
emies from any direction on the screen. 

I also found that Hiryu has two reliable techniques that are 
game-changers: a sliding move that gets him in tight areas, 
and a cartwheel move that allows you to glide from surface 
to surface while in a spinning wheel, making Hiryu unpre-
dictable when he lands. Hiryu also can perform a vertical 
jump, hanging and squatting attacks with Falchion. 

Hiryu will also get some mission support from three battle 
robots: Dipodal Saucer, which fires lighting bolts wherever 
Hiryu swings Falchion; RoboPanther, which covers Hiryu 

from frontal attacks; and, Robot Hawk, 
which assists Hiryu by severely at-
tacking airborne enemies. Apart from 
the usual powerups in hack-and-slash 
games, there’s also a powerup that 
increases Falchion’s power.

The music is acceptable for each 
stage, matching its theme with a few 
standout tracks for the levels. 

As much as I love Strider, there are a 
few flaws. 

The challenge is on full display from 

the moment you hit start. In the op-
tions screen, you can add up to five 
lives for Hiryu, but you must frus-
tratingly hunt down extra lives and 
score points to acquire the rest. You 
also have an obnoxious time limit for 
each stage; if you don’t clear a level in 
time, you’ll lose a life. I also found it 
frustrating that Hiryu can gain up to 
five life bars, but if he has a support 
partner, that can be taken away if he 
suffers too much damage. That makes 
his mission much more difficult un-
necessarily at times. 

Strider is perfect for anyone who 
wants to act out their post-dystopian 
hero fantasies without fear of possible 
legal retribution. It’s an enduring clas-
sic that has transcended the hack-
and-slash genre and made a name for 
itself in the fighting game community 
via the MvC series. 

If there was ever a time that I wish 
that Strider Hiryu was real and ready 
to kick a certain villainous country’s 
ass, that time is now. Hail, Hiryu-
sama.

SCORE: 
4 OUT 
OF 5

ByBy
Brandon BeattyBrandon Beatty
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Nintendo has been a significant player in the video game industry for a long 
time. Every console or handheld that Nintendo has released commands atten-
tion and dollars. That’s because they’re usually an innovator in the market and 
understand how to leverage their many successful franchises. Let’s take a trip 

down memory lane to study the various hardware released by  
the House of Mario.

Nintendo evolution
Source: https://www.nintendo.co.jp/ir/en/finance/hard_soft/index.html

Nintendo Entertainment System
Year released: 1985

Hardware type: Console
Hardware sales: 61.91 million

Game Boy
Year released: 1989

Hardware type: Handheld
Hardware sales: 118.69 million

Super Nintendo
Year released: 1991

Hardware type: Console
Hardware sales: 49.10 million

Virtual Boy
Year released: 1995

Hardware type: Console
Hardware sales: 770,000

Nintendo 64
Year released: 1996

Hardware type: Console
Hardware sales: 32.90 million

Game Boy Advance
Year released: 2001

Hardware type: Handheld
Hardware sales: 81.51 million

Nintendo GameCube
Year released: 2001

Hardware type: Console
Hardware sales: 21.74 million

Nintendo Wii
Year released: 2005

Hardware type: Console
Hardware sales: 101.63 million

Nintendo DS
Year released: 2004

Hardware type: Handheld
Hardware sales: 154.02 million

Nintendo 3DS
Year released: 2011

Hardware type: Handheld
Hardware sales: 75.94 million

Wii U
Year released: 2012

Hardware type: Console
Hardware sales: 13.56 million

Nintendo Switch
Year released: 2017

Hardware type: Hybrid
Hardware sales: 107.65 million
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Credit: Murdoink @ Mortal Kombat Warehouse for all background and logo art and renders/www.mortalkombatwarehouse.com

Hello all, I’m a longtime Mortal Kombat enthusiast who dived headlong into 
the world of MK Mobile in 2018. This new section delves into the intricacies of 
character card collection, fusions and team creation for towers. 

Look for information on the basics to get you started and how to conquer the 
100-level Shao Kahn’s Tower to help you when you’re ready to take on the chal-
lenging themed towers.

Welcome to a small tournament called Mortal Kombat ...

MK MOBILE 
STATISTICS

• Number of cards owned: 152
• Total number of cards (as of 

press time): 156
• Percentage owned: 97.4%

Cards missing (as of press time)
• Nightmare Freddy Krueger
• Ace of Knaves The Joker
• MK11 Sindel
• MK11 Nightwolf

A challenging 100-story tower that 
rewards Koins, Souls, Spirit Fragments 
and Talent Tree Points. Sometimes with 
unique conditions to overcome, the 
matches will test your strategy skills 
and ability to form teams suited to the 
challenge. 
Matches are in increments of three 

before a refresh is needed to continue. 
We also will approach this Tower as 
the warmup to the various Normal 
and Fatal towers that appear to get you 
prepped for the real thing.
Individual tower match guides, team 

formation and strategy will be dis-
cussed.

Shao Kahn’s Tower
The ultimate helper in keeping your 

teams on top is the Talent Tree. Skills 
will help you stay alive longer, boost 
your team’s damage output or take less 
damage against the myriad conditions 
thrown at you in various modes. Talent 
Tree points are earned in Shao Kahn’s 
Tower and can help change the tide of 
battle. The talents you unlock give bo-
nuses to your entire account. 
We will break down the best choices 

in the three tree branches and help you 
chart a path to a well-balanced fighting 
squad for nearly any situation.

Talent Tree guide
Who you have fighting on your side is 

important, and character analysis helps 
you stay victorious in Mortal Kombat 
Mobile. 
We’re going to look at all available 

characters, their strengths and weak-
nesses with rankings for each. We will 
also spotlight team synergy; who you 
work with can determine if you’re work-
ing at all.

Kharacter spotlight
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KHARACTER SPOTLIGHT
THIS ISSUE:
• Kenshi (Prime)
• Wretch D’Vorah
• Klassic Smoke

Kenshi Prime (Silver)
Tier: 4 

Kenshi Prime is the best silver card 
in the game and is better than quite 
a few of the gold cards as well. His 
passive helps with damage when 
teamed with martial artists, putting 
him on the level of some golds; when 
teamed with Spec Ops characters, his 
health increases also. That’s enough 
to help him survive with the right gear 
attached. Kenshi is an undeniable asset 
when just starting out. Make sure he’s 
powered up early on until you can get 
some of the better golds.

Wretch D’Vorah
Tier: 3

Wretch D’Vorah isn’t as bad as once 
feared. With recent updates and quality 
of life improvements, she can hang with 
the right team and inflict good damage 
via her passive, which inflicts a high 
damage Poison DOT. With the right 
combination of gear, she can be buffed 
for maximum output with her passive. 
That bodes well for her with average 
stats.

Klassic Smoke
Tier: 3

Firmly in the mid-tier range, Klassic 
Smoke has an interesting passive — 
which causes Blind — and works well 
with others to help a Klassic team per-
severe. His debuff helps the entire team 
in that it causes all Klassic teammates to 
apply the debuff they are resisting to the 
enemy team. This helps massively when 
trying to avoid a status affliction. Klassic 
Smoke is a solid choice among gold 
cards with decent stats.

Credit: Murdoink @ Mortal Kombat Warehouse for all background and logo art and renders/www.mortalkombatwarehouse.com

TIER 
RANKINGS

Tier 1: Garbage tier. This tier is for cards that 
don’t do a lot of damage or contribute with their 
passives, even with add-ons from Shao Kahn’s 
Tower or gear. Use these only if you absolutely 
are required. These mostly consist of the bronze 
and silver characters, except for Kenshi Prime.

Tier 2: Slight useful. Their passives either 
contribute or a special move is useful in service 
of another card. They can be made to be some-
what useful with gear and add-ons and higher 
fusions, but they struggle to be useful even with 

the best gear.

Tier 3: A solid mid-level card. These cards 
are useful in passives and special moves. They 
can hold their own on point and win matches.

Tier 4: An above-average card. These 
are highly useful and can be used in any of the 
Challenge Towers (Shirai Ryu, Lin Kuei, etc.) 
and are more than capable of holding down a 
roster spot and surviving against high-level 
cards if their close in level. These cards have 

excellent special moves and do a lot of damage 
quickly.

Tier 5: The top echelon of cards. These 
cards are the best in the game and their special 
moves and passives have game-breaking po-
tential. They are the cards that you buy packs 
for and try to build up for Challenge Towers and 
will potentially make it to the 170 and higher 
levels of a tower at even a low fusion. They are 
most diamonds but there are a few gold cards in 
the mix.
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SHAO KAHN’S TOWER GUIDE
THIS ISSUE:
• Match 10: Crippled
• Match 11: No conditions
• Match 12: No conditions

Credit: Murdoink @ Mortal Kombat Warehouse for all background and logo art and renders/www.mortalkombatwarehouse.com

Conditions: Crippled (Reduced health for Martial Artist class)
This match is another fight that involves conditions afflicted on your team. Crippled is a status affliction that reduces health for a specified 

class. In this case, it’s Martial Artists, so work around that by choosing three fighters that aren’t part of the class. Then, fight as normal. The 
AI fighters aren’t high level so defeating them with normal attacks shouldn’t be a problem.

First tower run: Anyone except Martial Artists
Second tower run: Anyone except Martial Artists

Conditions: None
This fight is nothing special. The AI level increases by five levels, but there are no status afflictions to worry about. Proceed as normal.

First tower run: Anyone
Second tower run: Anyone

Conditions: None
As with the previous fight, there are no conditions. However, the AI level has increased by two levels. Continue to fight as normal.

First tower run: Anyone
Second tower run: Anyone

Match 10: Ermac (Prime), Level 30/Cassie Cage (Prime), Level 30/Johnny Cage (Prime), Level 30

Match 11: Sonya Blade (Prime), Level 35/Sub-Zero (Prime), Level 35/Kung Jin (Prime), Level 35

Match 12: Reptile (Prime), Level 37/Johnny Cage (Prime), Level 37/D’Vorah (Prime), Level 37
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TALENT TREE GUIDE
THIS ISSUE:
• Defense Tier 07

Credit: Murdoink @ Mortal Kombat Warehouse for all background and logo art and renders/www.mortalkombatwarehouse.com

WORKING WITH 
TALENT POINTS

Defense Tier 7

Shinnok’s Teachings: Just like Rev-
enant in Tier 6 — which activates when 
your character is knocked out — this one 
gives you temporary invulnerability when 
you take damage from a special. The 
bone shield will appear like dark float-
ing fragments around the character to 
indicate it is active, which allows you to 
punish the opponent without taking any 
damage in return. This skill, combined 
with Revenant, can really make it hard for 
the AI to defeat your team.

Earning Talent Points
There is only one source of earning talent points: SHAO KAHN’S TOWER. Before 
you play the tower for the first time, you are given two talent points to start. The 
tower has 100 battles with increasing difficulty, and you are rewarded one talent 
point for winning each battle.

However, you are limited to playing three matches each day by default. However, 
you can play more than three matches by spending 50 souls to refresh the limit, 
and this can be done twice in a 24-hour period, which increases your limit to nine 
matches a day if you decide to spend souls to progress at a much faster rate.

Investing Talent Points
On completing Shao Kahn’s Tower, you are rewarded with a total of 102 talent 
points which you can spend any way you like. There are two areas of the talent 
tree in each category where talent points can be invested, unlocking skill tiers and 
buying skills and their upgrades.

There are seven skill tiers in each category and there are a total of 20 skills to 
choose from. The first six tiers have three skills each to choose from and the 
seventh tier has two skills. The first tier is unlocked by default, and you are allowed 
to invest in one of the three available skills. To unlock the subsequent tiers, you are 
required to buy a skill in the current tier that is accessible to you and then spend 
five Talent Points. This is done by clicking the Add button at the bottom left of the 
tree. You are given a choice of spending one, three or five Talent Points towards 
unlocking the next tier. Selecting the five-point option will automatically unlock the 
next tier. 

Additionally, skills can also be upgraded as well to increase the effect beyond what 
the skill provides at default. There are five upgrade levels and each upgrade costs 
one Talent Point, so a skill costs five Talent Points to master. To have a 100 percent 
complete tree in a category, you have to buy and master seven skills and also 
unlock six tiers in the process. This will cost a total of 65 Talent Points. To have 
100 percent completion in all three categories, the cost is 195 Talent Points.

Choosing your skills and upgrades 
This is the most crucial part of the whole talent tree system, and it requires careful 
planning of knowing what skills to invest in. This requires a thorough understand-
ing of your own play style, the kind of characters you use and knowing which skills 
from the list will bring the most benefit to the majority of the cards you use more 
often in Faction Wars.

You cannot purchase more than one skill in a tier per category at a given time, so 
you are only allowed to choose seven out of the 20 skills in a category. The fact that 
you only have 102 Talent Points to spend means that it is possible to master seven 
skills only in one of the three categories.

After having a look at all of the available kills across all three categories, investing 
of Talent Points more on the DEFENSE and SUPPORT categories is highly recom-
mended.

Courtesy of TestYourMight.com
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UPCOMING SONGS

Artist: Reven-G alterative
Difficulty: 7/8/9
Chosen difficulty: Standard
BPM: 225

This is one of the few songs in the SuperNova 
era that we can say is obviously incorrectly 
rated. The stepchart, at first glance, is suggested 
to be 7/8/9 for Light, Standard and Heavy 
difficulty, respectively. However, once re-rated 
in the DDR X era, the true rating is 11/13/15, 
which is surprisingly more accurate. Even as an 
8 on Standard difficulty, the song is unfailingly 
hard. The speed, coupled with the complexity of 
steps, means you’re going to be flailing around 
with no room to catch your breath if you’re not 
careful. Be prepared for triplets and jumps at 
crazy speed. Though you will probably need it, 
increase the speed at your own peril. This is a 
boss song whether the game counts it as one 
or not. 

Suggested Speed Mod: x2

Artist: Togo Project feat. Sana
Difficulty: 2/5/8
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 90

One of the perfect summer tracks found in DDR, 
Sana Mollete ne Ente is a slow jam that needs 
very little prompting to get hard quickly. The 
difficulty shows up in the speed and the triplets 
that are heavily featured in the stepchart. Speed-
ing things up will help with a slow 90 BPM. The 
stepchart also follows the singing and the beat, 
so use them as a guide for stepping.

Suggested Speed Mod: x3

Artist: Bellini
Difficulty: 2/4/8
Chosen difficulty: Heavy
BPM: 145

A fun trance track that follows the beat well, 
Trance de Janeiro is quite danceable. It’s a 
much-better remix of the original and has a 
better stepchart. There are a lot of triplets and 
stutter steps where you need to match the track 
to do well. Keep in mind that it’s beneficial as 
with all DDR songs to learn the track before 
attempting to step the song. This especially 
comes into play here with the vocals and the 
trance elements matching up with the beat.

Suggested Speed Mod: x2

Don’t forget to  
download our DDR  
glossary of terms!

By Lyndsey Beatty

Burnin’ the Floor

So Deep (Perfect Sphere Remix)

321 Stars
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Konami’s hybrid of bad ideas, terrible gameplay
ou ever play a game, sit 
through the introduction, 
and think to yourself, 
“What the hell am I play-
ing?” 

Hybrid Heaven was like that 
for more than just the intro; it 
prompted this question through-
out the entire game. And, it 
caused more than just a casual 
side-eye glance at Konami.

I can appreciate the chances 
Konami takes with its games 
from time to time. Like Mystical 
Ninja, Hybrid Heaven thinks way 
outside the box. But even a quirky 
idea gets bogged with the techni-
cal from time to time. The mixing 
of genres is cool, but the execution 
is lacking. Aiming is terrible, run-
ning is terrible, jumping is terri-
ble. Everything about the controls 
is terrible. 

Having to fight to control the 
main character, Mr. Diaz, is the 
only fight worth undertaking in 
the game because the plot is non-
sensical. There’s something going 
on about aliens, synthetic robots 

and cloning, but I never could 
make it far enough into the game 
to care. The game overall is super 
dull, the graphics are absolutely 
awful, and the plot is dumber 
than a box of rocks. 

I have so many burning ques-
tions even 20-plus years later: 
Why is the voice acting atrocious? 
Why was there a need for gratu-
itous body shots of a character in 
the shower? Why do the environ-
ments in the bunker look the 
same no matter where you go? 
Why are the character polygons 
so awful? Was someone under the 
influence and watching the Ma-
trix and Blade Runner at the same 
time when they came up with the 

game’s concept?
Why anyone was trying to pass 

this off as some sort of exciting 
hype machine in the early 2000s, 
I don’t know. I remember hearing 
about it and seeing the interesting 
(and hilarious) commercial and 
wanting to try it, then wasting 
a weekend trying to play it and 
being highly disappointed. What 
was Konami thinking when they 

pushed this out the door? It’s a 
terribly mismatched hybrid of 
ideas, and it doesn’t do anything 
particularly well. 

It’s bad quirky, not good quirky.

Lyndsey Beatty is editor-in-chief 
of Gaming Insurrection. She can 

be reached by email at lyndseyb@
gaminginsurrection.com

with Lyndsey 
Beatty

Y

Nintendo’s 
mapped 

out start to 
dominance

Lyndsey BeattyLyndsey Beatty

CRY OF WARCRY OF WAR

he NES Game Atlas is some-
thing special, to be honest.

At the time of its publica-
tion in 1990, where else were 
you going to find the latest 

maps and strategies for some of 
the system’s most popular games? 
The Internet was still far off and 
practically unheard of, and gamers 
were dependent on word of mouth, 
calling a company for tips or 
waiting for a company to publish 
a guide for their favorite game. It 
was a lot wish-for-the-best type of 
scenarios.

Nintendo, in its infinite wisdom, 
realized that they could make 
more profit by spinning off their 
strategy guides from Nintendo 
Power and thus the Player’s Guide 
division was born. The unparal-
leled quality meant the guides 
were going to be accurate and look 
great. 

And great they are. The NES 
Game Atlas is fantastic in its pro-
duction values and something I 
came to value for myself once I got 
into game journalism and produc-
tion in general. 

The seed planted in that drive 
to emulate this specific guide is 
where Gaming Insurrection origi-
nated from. 

Consider me eternally grate-
ful for a splendid guide such as 
the NES Game Atlas sparking my 
favorite hobby.

Lyndsey Beatty is editor-in-chief 
of Gaming Insurrection. She can 

be reached by email at lyndseyb@
gaminginsurrection.com
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’all, I swear that I love Marvel. If I could 
spend the rest of my life researching 
Marvel, I would do it. If they offered a 
doctoral program, I would be the first 
to sign up and spend hard-earned 

money on the mere suggestion of obtaining a 
degree in Marvel science and lore. 

With that said, my love for Capcom is not so 
great.

Don’t get me wrong, I love a lot of different 
Capcom fighting game series. But there is a 
certain element to how Capcom does things 
that doesn’t sit right with me on several dif-
ferent levels. And Marvel vs. Capcom 2 is a 
shining example of the disdain I feel for the 
home of Mega Man and Ryu.

The premise of the series is cool: Take a 
large roster of who’s who from Marvel and 
Capcom and mash them together in teams 
of 3-on-3 fighting. With at least 90 percent 
of the roster appearing in a previous Ver-
sus title, you’ve got name recognition from 
the previous games. You’d think this would 
make an excellent experience considering if 
you’re playing this, more than likely you’re 
already familiar with some of the characters. 
No, you’d be wrong, because somehow out of 
56, maybe 10 are viable, decent characters. 
Considering long-established tiers, the S tier 
includes five surefire, tournament-winning 
characters and then characters used for the 
assists. Five though? 

And imagine what the learning process was 
like when the game was first released. Chaos, 
pure and simple. I was around for that, and it 
was beyond frustrating. The general atmo-
sphere of the fighting game community was 
trash, but then add the fact that some folks 
hated on others simply for their choice of 
characters and you have a toxic mix of ar-
rogance and stupidity behind a fighting game 
based on superheroes, mutants and dudes 
who throw their burning fist energy at each 

PROPERTY REVIEW

First Avenger assembled

MvC2 still  
irritating after 

22 years

9.0

Captain America: The First Avenger
Marvel Studios, 2011

round these parts, we are known 
Marvel enthusiasts. So, it was a big 
surprise that while we’d seen all the 
majority of the MCU offerings, we 
hadn’t seen Cap’s origin.

We love Cap from the end of his time in the 
MCU, but we were pleasantly surprised by 
the Star-Spangled Man with a Plan’s intro-
duction.

Captain America’s story in the MCU starts 
out much like the comics: Steve Rogers, 
a frail sickly man who is super patriotic, 
wants to fight for his country in the already-
in-progress World War II. Even though he 
has an admirable fighting spirit, he’s reject-
ed at every turn. That is until Dr. Abraham 
Erskine comes along with his Super Soldier 
Serum. The good doctor looks at Rogers as a 
suitable candidate for the serum, not be-
cause he’s the perfect soldier, but because 
he’s a good man. The project — attended and 
funded by Howard Stark and observed by 
Peggy Carter — is a rousing success, trans-
forming the poor orphan into the strong, 
able-bodied Steve Rogers that we know and 
love. But here’s where things go wrong for 
our young super soldier: Erskine is murdered 
by the Nazis, and with him goes the future of 
the project. 

Steve is now a one-of-a-kind freak asset, 
and the U.S. government doesn’t exactly need 
him to go do the things the main army is 
already accomplishing. However, when news 

of his childhood bestie James “Bucky” Barnes’ 
capture reaches his camp, Steve steals off 
to the front lines to rescue him and Bucky’s 
unit almost singlehandedly and proves his 
worth. Steve then manages to change the 
outcome of the war effort through bravery 
but there’s a cost: The Nazis manage to get 
their hands on the Tesseract/Cosmic Cube. 
Steve tracks it down and engages in battle 
only to win but lose Bucky and be lost to his-
tory for 70 years after crashing his plane to 
prevent the Cube from being recovered.

Given our previous reviews of MCU films 
and our glowing praise for the development 
of Steve Rogers, it’s not a secret that we love 
the characterization of Captain America. 
You learn here that Steve has always been 
worthy (for the purposes of wielding Mjolnir) 
and why. This isn’t a platitude that bares out 
in Avengers: Endgame just because he did a 
few good things. It’s built into Steven Grant 

See FIRST AVENGER, PAGE 31
See MVC2, PAGE 31
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Series: Avatar: The Last Airbender

Episodes: 1 to 20

Premise: The Avatar, a being 
who can channel the four elements 
— air, water, earth and fire — is 
missing, and the Fire Nation is 
dominating the world in their ab
sence. Teenagers Katara and Sokka 
stumble upon the mythological 
teenage boy Aang, who had been 
thought lost 100 years earlier, and 
free him. He joins with the brother
andsister duo to master the four 
elements and save their world from 
the Fire Nation’s tyrannical leader, Fire Lord Ozai. Along 
the way, they must dodge the Fire Nation’s crown prince 
Zuko, who struggles to regain his honor under pressure 
from his father.

Is it worth watching?: Yes. Avatar is stunning in its 
world building and investment in character depth. You’ll 
get hooked quickly on the mythology of the Avatar and 
how Aang will save the world.

Breakout character: Zuko. Though he struggles in a 
fruitless quest dealing with honor that he didn’t lose, you 
come to realize that the firebending master is not the true 
villain here.

Where it’s going?: Aang will learn to master all four 
elements and will struggle to save the world while deal
ing with the grief of losing his people. It’s a fascinating 
journey to see just how much all the characters will grow 
in bending and otherwise.

Insensitivity knows no end 
with women’s health

Editor’s note: Roe v. Wade was  
overturned by the Supreme Court on 

June 22, 2022. 

n May 2, political news web-
site Politico obtained and 
released a 98-page draft doc-
ument indicating that the 
U.S Supreme Court was con-

sidering reversing the landmark Roe 
v. Wade decision legalizes abortion 
for women. During that time, major 
game studios Microsoft, Bungie and 
Double Fine took strong stances 
supporting abortion via pro-choice 
statements, providing financial 
support to affected employees and 
abortion rights groups and allowing 
employees to join protests opposing 
reversal of Roe v. Wade. There was a 
gaming company that attempted to 
take a neutral position on the issue; 
however, their strategy ended in 
EPIC FAILURE. Sony Interactive Enter-
tainment, I’m looking at you.

On May 12, SIE President Jim Ryan 
sent out a company-wide e-mail, 
which was obtained by business 
news website Bloomberg, regarding 
the leaked decision. Taking a neutral 
stance, Ryan stated that employ-
ees should “respect differences of 
opinion” and “Sony is multifaceted 
and diverse holding many points 
of view” and concluded by stating 
“we owe it to ourselves and PlaySta-
tion’s millions of users to respect 
differences.” Ryan then talked about 
his two cats’ birthdays and plans to 
obtain a dog as a neutral method to 
reduce employee anger and sadness. 

This resulted in employees de-
manding clarity from Ryan and 
forced Sony and its subsidiary In-
somniac Games to donate $100,000 
to a pro-reproductive rights orga-
nization and develop an assistance 
program for employee who would 
need stated care, according to an in-
ternal e-mail obtained by the Wash-
ington Post. When the Post asked 
for comments, neither company 
made any statements and forbade 
employees from speaking or sharing 
announcements from the benefited 
organization. 

As a gamer and consumer, I 
believe that Sony has chosen the 

wrong side in this debate. I respect 
that Sony and its affiliated compa-
nies have acted to assist in times 
of turmoil, but this issue of Roe v. 
Wade was an opportunity for Sony 
to fight for human rights and tell 
gamers that if women’s health care 
rights diminish in the U.S., there 
will be NOTHING to stop concerned 
citizens TM from telling others in a 
democratic society how to live. That 
would result in taking away content 
in video games, what we could see 
and read in anime and manga and 
other media, and how to think on 
various issues. 

I appreciate Insomniac CEO Ted 
Price’s opinion that SIE must be firm 
on employees expressing concerns 
on abortion to do more virtu-
ous deeds in the corporate world; 
however, my wife and millions of 
American women deserve the right 
to a say in their reproductive health 
choices, period. I applaud Micro-
soft, Bungie, Double Fine and other 
companies that are taking barrages 
of shade and hate by their “fan/con-
sumer base” on this issue. Their re-
sponses are making me think more 
of becoming a regular customer of 

companies that care about honesty 
and doing what is right instead of 
the usual “virtue-signaling” for cash.

Gaming Insurrection will always 
cover the greatest in geek culture, 
tech, and retro gaming. However, 
when issues such as abortion hit our 
corner of the world, we will cover 
them to inform and empower you. If 
you want to know more about how 
to protect Roe v. Wade from disap-
pearing check out this link: https://
www.bungie.net/en/Explore/Detail/
News/51315 for the list of organiza-
tions spotlighted. 

Also, get out and vote for candi-
dates who will fight to protect Roe v. 
Wade. Some advice for Mr. Ryan and 
Mr. Price: 1. Women gamers are on 
the rise and make up 41 percent of 
gamers in the U.S. 2. They are watch-
ing what you say and do on abortion 
and other issues that affect them. 3. 
Act and choose wisely; it will de-
termine how your companies will 
prosper in the future. 4. Do better.

Brandon Beatty is editor-at-large 
of Gaming Insurrection. He can be 
reached by email at brandonb@

gaminginsurrection.com

with Lyndsey 
Beatty

Brandon Beatty Brandon Beatty 
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“ Their responses are making me 
think more of becoming a regular 
customer of companies that care 
about honesty and doing what is 
right instead of the usual ‘virtue-

signaling’ for cash.

Jim Ryan, President 
of Sony Interactive  

Entertainment
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TOP 5 ON THE STRIP — ANIME POP OFF EDITION

MARVEL CHARACTER HIGHLIGHT
Name: Laura Kinney

Alias: X23, Captain Universe, Talon, Wolverine

Affiliation: Weapon X, XMen, New XMen, Avengers Academy, XForce

Special abilities: Superhuman strength, durability, senses, reflexes, agility and animallike 
attributes, regeneration, Adamantiumcovered retractable claws in hands and feet, expert armed 
and unarmed combatant

Background: Laura Kinney was born to Dr. Sarah Kinney, who was part of a topsecret program 
designed to recreate Weapon X. The child, the 23rd and only viable embryo in the project, was 
experimented upon and had her naturalborn claws coated in adamantium much like her father’s. 
After her handler trained her with a trigger scent, she was set loose upon her mother and killed 
her in a murderous frenzy. She was found and arrested by S.H.I.E.L.D. but managed to track down 
Wolverine and explain her past and their connection. They form a relationship and after demon
strating her innocence, she returns to Wolverine and later joins the XMen for training and work 
with her father.

Relationships: Wolverine, biological father; Dr. Sarah Kinney, biological mother; Daken, 
brother; Gabby Kinney, clone/sister; Megan Kinney, maternal cousin; Angel, lover; Gambit, close 
friend; Psylocke, close friend

First Versus appearance: Marvel vs. Capcom 3: Fate of Two Worlds

Appearances in other media:
Television: Wolverine and the XMen (animated), The Super Hero Squad Show (animated), 
Hulk vs. Wolverine (animated)

Film: Logan

Video games: XMen the Official Game, Marvel vs. Capcom 3: Fate of Two Worlds, Ultimate 
Marvel vs. Capcom 3, Marvel: Avengers Alliance, Marvel: War of Heroes, Marvel Pinball, Marvel 
Heroes, Marvel Contest of Champions, Marvel Future Fight, Marvel Puzzle Quest, Marvel Strike 
Force

Avatar Aang vs. Fire Lord Ozai
Listen, we’d been anticipating the 
final fight between the Avatar and the 
Fire Lord just because it was built up 
and hyped for the entire run of the 
show. It didn’t disappoint, either. Aang 
finally mastering the Avatar state and 
absolutely obliterating Ozai’s bending 
abilities was epic. Specifically, seeing 
the Avatar state in a state of mastery 
for the first time is what did it for us. 

Goku first time as Super Saiyan
Goku reaching super Saiyan for the 
first time against Freiza was boss, 
chiefly because it was the end of a 
drawn out arc. But this was also ham 
because we’d been teased so many 
times in Dragon Ball Z that you knew it 
was going to be beyond great. Seeing 
Goku’s hair turn golden with rage for 
the first time and then demolishing 
Freiza was simply awesome.

Ichigo vs. Ulqiorra
Even though Bleach peaked at the Soul 
Society arc, seeing Ichigo achieve 
his Hollowfied form against Ulqiorra 
was one of the highlights of the entire 
Hueco Mundo arc. This signified that 
Ichigo wasn’t even in his final form, 
and he was suddenly more powerful 
than most of the boss characters that 
Aizen had. And the crazy part was, he 
STILL wasn’t done yet.

Deku hits faux 100% One for All
My Hero Academia is great at pacing 
Midoriya’s increase in power and him 
reaching 100 percent of One for All is 
crucial. Not only did he reach the max 
limit of his power with the quirk, but 
also he stayed in the state without ad
verse effects. That was only because of 
Eri’s quirk rewinding the damage, but it 
was fascinating to see what One for All 
could be capable of in the future.

Naruto turns into Nine Tails vs. Pain
Naruto enthusiasts will point to 
this fight as a glimpse into his true 
potential as a Jinchuriki. Pain was no 
joke and the fact that Naruto embraced 
the NineTailed Fox’s ideology if only 
briefly meant that he was ready at all 
costs. He manifested all nine tails but 
was stopped by his late father. Imagine 
if had he manifested all nine and been 
allowed to keep manifesting them.
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other internationally.
Beyond the garbage tier list 

establishment and the toxic com-
munity surrounding Marvel as it 
were, let’s get into the game itself. 
The mechanics were kind of trash 
and could have stood to receive a 
patch or 10. Guard breaks, while 
useful, happened way too much in 
the meta of the play scene. Yes, it’s 
about matchups and knowing how 
to counter at the right time and ex-
ecute. But one character dominating 
teams shouldn’t have been normal. 
For awhile there, before the top 
echelon of fighting game competi-
tors like Justin Wong and Sanford 
Kelly proved you didn’t need Cable 
to be viable, you could get a random 
assortment of characters played 
in competition and maybe a Cable 
thrown in every so often. But, once 
everyone learned about five bars of 
meter with Cable on point meant 
punishing assists with Tiger Knee 
Air Hyper Viper Beam, well, you 
were in for teams featuring Cable 
1,000 percent of the time. Casual 
play went out of the window quick-
ly, which quite frankly, got old fast.

As much as I enjoyed the series 
in the early days and Marvel in 
general, I never could quite move 
past Marvel vs. Capcom 2. After 
some years of reflection, I realized it 
just wasn’t the game for me. I was 
among what I believe is the minor-
ity that wasn’t sad to see Capcom 
lose the Marvel license for 10 years, 
and I wasn’t particularly invested 
or interested in Marvel vs. Capcom 
3, either. Come to think of it, it re-
ally was Marvel vs. Capcom 2 that 
doused the flame of my love for 
fighting games for a good 15 years. 
It’s 2022 and I’m just getting back 
into enjoying Street Fighter and 
other fighting game series after a 
long hiatus. I blame MvC2 for that. 
Despite loving Marvel, this is a 
direct product that I have learned to 
do without.

Lyndsey Beatty is editor-in-chief 
of Gaming Insurrection. She can 

be reached by email at lyndseyb@
gaminginsurrection.com

Rogers’ DNA, from the moment 
that you see him fight a bully with 
the makeshift shield to the min-
ute that he jumps on a fake hand 
grenade without thinking of the 
danger to himself. The Man out of 
Time is, in fact, the best man for 
the job because he is that job.

And while others are excellent in 

their roles here, let us take a min-
ute to appreciate the outstanding 
job Chris Evans does with the role. 

Evans is so perfect a choice for 
Captain Rogers that 11 years later, 
we cannot picture anyone else 
playing the role. Evans’ earnest 
portrayal of the character shines 
through and propels the movie 
beyond the standard origin  
story. And his chemistry with the 
also-excellent Sebastian Stan and 

Hayley Atwell is a notable high-
light. 

Hugo Weaving also deserves 
mention as a good villain in the 
story. He isn’t over the top, but a 
subtle smoldering foil to the good 
captain’s plans to end World War 
II.

We are massive fans of Captain 
America from the angle of Winter 
Soldier but with the seeds planted 
here, we now have the lead up 

to why we claim Winter Soldier 
as our favorite MCU film. First 
Avenger isn’t the first film in the 
MCU, but it certainly ranks high in 
the pantheon of character estab-
lishment in the world of Marvel 
superheroes.

Like the comics: 8
Acting: 9.5
Story: 9.5
Total: 27/30 or 9

Captain America’s opening gambit is a win
FIRST AVENGER, from PAGE 28

Marvel 
scene has 
mellowed 
with age

MVC2, from PAGE 28
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